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If we do it right, GovTech will foster creative disruption and co-
creation in the public sector. Here in Lithuania, we are trying to do
just that.

Technology has enabled startups to disrupt major industries and
sectors across the economy – from finance to commerce, to healthcare.
FinTech has become a widely discussed topic in worldwide banking
conferences as well as family dinner tables. Quick and innovative
solutions from HealthTech startups became invaluable when the Covid-
19 pandemic hit. However, there is one sector that startups often
overlook, but that is in dire need of disruption – government. 

GovTech, the term used to describe the use of emerging technologies
by startups and SMEs to solve public sector challenges, has been on
the rise over the last few years. However, the idea of a GovTech startup
is still a novelty to some. Public procurements and ways of working in
the public sector often seem to be tailored to large established
companies that can accommodate a slower development process. But
the status quo is changing quickly - startups have been working on
novel solutions to increase citizen engagement, provide governments

with better data from dealing with waste management to detecting tax
fraud or simply offering tools for more effective day to day work.
Governments, accelerators, and investors around the world have taken
note of the potential of GovTech as well, both in terms of economic
growth for startups and SMEs and the transformational potential of
bringing public services to match the needs of 21st-century citizens.

Lithuania & GovTech 

Lithuania has noticed the potential of GovTech as well. An increasing
number of institutions are looking for innovative solutions, startups are
trying to find a market for solutions that have a major social impact. In
2019, a strategic decision was made to set up the GovTech Lab and
shoot to the forefront of GovTech innovation. 

This report marks the first attempt to review the GovTech ecosystem in
Lithuania. This will act as a benchmark for future years to measure the
growth and maturity of GovTech in Lithuania.

GovTech can transform the public sector.
But only if we work on it.

INTRODUCTION
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It is not always about moving fast and breaking
things. For startups to be able to positivelly disrupt
public sector, we need to move fast and co-create
things.

GovTech - innovative
tech solutions for public
sector challenges
GovTech can describe an ecosystem, an industry, or a specific product,
that was created by a startup to solve a specific public sector challenge.
Since a unified definition for GovTech is still emerging, three main pillars
can help us define GovTech:

WHAT IS GOVTECH?

1. It is about the use of innovative digital solutions to transform the
public sector and enable citizens to live their lives easier,
ensuring a seamless experience with public services.

It is driven by emerging technologies, such as artificial
intelligence, availability of data and a change of approach from
simply contracting existing solution to experimentation. 

2.

It is co-created by entrepreneurs, innovators, and cutting edge
companies – people who can propose new and unique ways of
using technology for better public service outcomes.

3.
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Cloud computing

Machine learning

Data modelling

Blockchain

Data minining

Statistical modelling

Data analytics

Internet of Things

Predictive analytics

GovTech connects different public sector areas with
a variety of emerging technologies
Why has this domain gained such ever-increasing attention over the
past years? 

Such GovTech boom has been spurred by growing demands from the
citizens, increasingly affordable emerging technologies, as well as
expectations to do more with tighter budgets. It has led governments to
look for tools to maintain and hopefully increase the effectiveness of
their operations, policy-making, and policy results. 

Some governments around the world have started to notice the
potential of startups and SMEs to solve public sector challenges. Some
governments are taking a proactive approach to foster GovTech, setting
up GovTech teams, trying to ensure more cooperation between
government and startup communities in solving challenges of today
and tomorrow. 

GovTech solutions can be driven by a variety of technologies and
methods and could be applied to any area of the public sector - from
education to healthcare or public services.

WHAT IS GOVTECH?

Healthcare

Education

Policing

Citizen engagement

Culture

Taxes

Regulation

Welfare

Mobility

Justice

Social Care

Environment

Other policy areas

Virtual Reality

Artificial intelligence

Augmented reality

Other tech and methods
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GovTech is gaining a momentum in
Lithuania
Lithuania has seen the GovTech ecosystem grow significantly in the
last few years. A mix of positive institutional, cultural, technological, and
financial tendencies prepared the terrain for the organic emergence of
an entire ecosystem around GovTech. Both the private and the public
sectors realised the value of collaboration and innovation and
accelerated the creation of the ecosystem. 

The success of startups such as Trafi, Interactio or Oxylabs shows, that
there is a potential to become a hub for innovation with a public
purpose and public clients. Trafi, a smart city solution for real-time
mapping of public transport, is now a key platform in countries like
Lithuania, Germany, Indonesia, or Switzerland. Sifted, the key startup
media site backed by Financial Times, selected Trafi as one of the main
startups to watch in 2020. Oxylabs startup is now working on an AI
solution to automate illegal content detection, while Interactio, a smart
translation solution, signed clients like the European Commission,
aiming to lower their levels of bureaucracy.

2020 also marks the first full year that Lithuania's GovTech Lab is
working full speed. In 2020, almost 150 GovTech challenges from public 

sector institutions and ideas from the private sector sought to
participate in GovTech Challenge Series. This shows the real hunger for
GovTech innovations.

Yet, many structural problems persist, slowing down the innovation in
the public sector and the growth of startups in this field. Lack of
innovation culture or digital skills often precludes public sector officials
from looking for out-of-the-box solutions. Although there are many new
ways to procure innovation, established public procurement practices
often tip the scales when more risky innovative procurements are
suggested. Despite it, we can be relatively optimistic about the future
growth in this area as the basis for fast future expansion is here:

GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

Digitally savvy society, ready to test innovative products.

Existing startup ecosystem, that increasingly prioritises social impact
and societal change.

Examples of succesful attempts to innovate in the public institutions
that can be scaled across the public sector.

Strategic focus on experimentation and innovation, exemplified by the
new branding startegy "Lithuania Co-create" and the new Government
programme.
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Telling a story of GovTech in Lithuania in
numbers

GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

Indicative size of GovTech
market in Lithuania, M EURGovTech startups in Lithuania13

billion spent as public procurement
in Lithuania6,3

% of innovative procurement out of
total value of public procurement

0,15

institutions participated in GovTech
Challenge Series in 202010

181,8  146,9

129,8

240,4
216,4

Methodology
    GovTech market size is calculated by calculating public procurement of IT (services, software, and
hardware). Although this is not a perfect calculation, it is one of the best proxies for the size of the
GovTech market. It should be noted that this figure does not include low-value procurement (up to
€58k). Data source: Public Procurement Office.
    2019. Data source: Public Procurement Office
    2020. Data source: Public Procurement Office

Services
48.8%

Software
30.4%

Hardware
20.8%

Composition of GovTech
market in Lithuania, 2020
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GovTech ecosystem in Lithuania
GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

GovTech ecosystem
facilitators

Organisations that have a major impact on how the
ecosystem is run, from regulation to support and funding

GovTech 
demand co-creators

Public sector institutions that can put out the calls for
innovative solutions in various ways.

GovTech supply co-creators
Startups, companies, academia, NGOs and other organisations of
individuals that work on  solving public sector and social
challenges with innovative solutions

Society 
Citizens, businesses and end users of any
government services are beneficiaries of GovTech
solutions

More information on page 10

More information on page 8

More information on page 9
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GovTech ecosystem
facilitators
GovTech ecosystem facilitators are organisations that do not directly
create the solutions or the demand for them but have a major impact on
how the ecosystem is run. The facilitators can be separated into three
different categories:

GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

Policy-makers & regulators (e.g. Public Procurement Office, Ministry
of Economy and Innovation)

GovTech ecosystem intermediaries & supporters (e.g. GovTech Lab,
Mobility Innovation Centre)

GovTech ecosystem funders (e.g. Agency for Science, Innovation and
Technology, Investment and Business Guarantees (INVEGA), Coinvest
Capital)

1.

2.

3.
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Publish the challenges or potential opportunities as a market or
public consultation. GovTech Challenge Series, organised by the
GovTech Lab,  is one of the ways to express this demand in a
structured way. In 2020, 10 public sector institutions participated in
the process:

Communication Regulation Authority (RRT)

Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Lithuania 

State Consumer Rights Protection Authority  

Statistics Lithuania

Vilnius City Public Health Bureau   (VVSB)

The Office of Inspector of Journalist Ethics   (ŽEIT)

Migration Department of Lithuania 

Lithuanian Airports

Ministry of Social Security and Labour

GovTech demand co-creators
GovTech demand co-creators are primarily public sector institutions
that can put out the calls for innovative solutions in various ways.

GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

1.

Using pre-commercial procurement public sector organisations can
fund research in the market for innovative solutions. Examples in
2020: 

3.

Procurement of innovative solutions should be the end goal of any of
the previous methods. If the procurement method is chosen correctly
and procurement is focused on the outcome, not on the detailed
specification, it can stimulate the demand for the market. The
monetary side of the procurement ensures that even the smallest
companies could offer their ideas. No public sector organization
carried out design contest, innovation partnership, or other
innovative procurement for GovTech solutions. Examples of
traditional procurement that led to the creation of GovTech solutions:

4.

"Susiekimo paslaugos" started pre-commercial procurement for "Information system for
the blind and partially sighted"

Bank of Lithuania finished pre-commercial procurement for LB Chain. 

Organise hackathons to engage the startup community to help solve
the challenges. Public sector organisations that looked for solutions
using hackathons in 2020:

2.

Lithuanian Government @ Hack the Crisis

Lithuanian Railways @ Accessibility in Mobility

Vilnius City Municipality @ Hacker Games. Open data

State Tax Inspectorate released the new tool for the submission of tax returns and
declaration of income. NRD Systems performed the EDS and software development part
together with NFQ Technologies, which implemented the User Experience (UX) and
design works.
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Ligence  tool CardioEchoAI partly automates heart ultrasound examination by
using AI to analyse the data and create a report with exact measurements and
suggestive diagnosis is generated.

Turing College is a data-driven IT e-learning college that replicates the way IT
teams work in real tech companies, developing learners’ hard and soft skills so
they get hired or promoted on graduation. 

GovTech supply co-creators are startups, companies, academia, NGOs
and other organisations or individuals that build GovTech solutions. 

Startups that could be considered as GovTech:

GovTech supply co-creators:
startups

GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

Trafi offers cities the possibility to connect all mobility services to one single
platform where users can not only check itineraries but also book their tickets
and trips.

Sneakybox is a digital creative studio focusing on games, custom software,
and immersive solutions development for aerospace, education, energy,
engineering, manufacturing and medicine.

Oxipit solution ChestEye CAD is a fully automatic computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) chest X-ray solution.

Green Thyme uses UX and data science to solve sustainability challenges.
They are creating an intelligent school health monitoring system. 

Codami develops and implements digitization solutions based on data
analytics and artificial intelligence that recognizes images, sound, and text.
They have created a tool for the detection of hate speech in Lithuanian.

Teachers Lead Tech is a continuing education program for primary school
teachers, introducing technological creation (animation, 3D modeling, music
production, etc.) skills to the classroom. 

Dancer is an electric transport solution that includes e-buses, full
maintenance, and its own green energy supply. 

Mindletic is a mobile app that provides remote counseling for professional
psychologists. 

BitDegree is is the world's first blockchain-powered, smart-incentive-based
online education platform which revolutionizes global education and tech
recruiting..

Manodaktaras is a website and mobile app for online search and registration
of doctor appointments. 

Polltix is a digital solution aimed at increasing citizen engagement. It provides a
platform for politicians to consult with their constituents.
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NFQ is a software engineering and digital innovation They built UX for the new
tool for the submission of tax returns and declaration of income.

GovTech supply 
co-creators: companies

GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

Tilde is a leading European language technology and localisation company
and has built chatbots for Lithuanian public sector organisations.

Novian provides software, technology, and complex IT solutions and services.
They created a "robot" to automate the supervision of trust service providers.

Fintegry develops customised software solutions, including 4 fully automated
platforms for processing business applications for state financial support due
to Covid-19, and a solution for providing loan data to the Bank of Lithuania's
Loan Risk Database.

Ecocost has developed  IT solutions for public procurement planning,
documents'  management and reporting

Although there are many established companies working with the public
sector, below are some examples of the recent GovTech solutions.

Columbus is an IT services and consulting company. It created CRISP - an
innovative solution for the financial market supervisor to automatically receive
detailed operational data

Neurotechnology offers large-scale multi-biometric AFIS SDK, PC-based,
embedded, smart card fingerprint, face, eye iris, voice, and palm print
identification SDK. 

Oxylabs is a provider of premium proxies and data scraping tools. Oxylabs has
been working on an AI solution to detect illegal content regarding child abuse
on the internet.
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GovTech supply co-creators: Startups

GovTech ecosystem facilitators

GovTech demand co-creators:
Public sector institutions

GovTech ecosystem in Lithuania | 2020
GOVTECH IN LITHUANIA

GovTech supply co-creators: Companies & academia
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GovTech Lab Lithuania - supporting startups
and public sector in their search for innovations
The GovTech Lab Lithuania is a team in the public sector focused on
encouraging the creation and use of innovative solutions for the public
sector and social challenges. GovTech Lab has started as “Create
Lithuania” and the Ministry of Economy and Innovation initiative in 2019,
and at the end of the same year was officially set up in the Agency of
Science, Innovation and Technology. The GovTech  Lab focuses on
three key activities:

Matching public sector tech challenges with ideas from the
community of innovators.
Accelerating GovTech startups - from idea to pilot solution to
scaling.
Building GovTech community locally and internationally.

GovTech Challenge Series
GovTech Challenge Series is the main process of how GovTech Lab
attracts global startups and innovative companies to work on public
sector challenges. It is a structured process of connecting public sector
challenges and innovative teams that have ideas and solutions.

How to automate illegal content detection on the internet? 
How to supervise trust service providers in an innovative way?
How to match green consumers and green products?
How to create a real-time satellite image of Lithuania?
How to detect unsafe products on the web?
How to create a school public health monitoring tool?
How to detect and monitor hate speech on the internet?
How to verify facial images quickly and reliably?
How to automatically log plane movements in the airport?
How to automate data collection necessary for supervision by the
Bank of Lithuania?

GovTech Challenge Series is designed to solve public sector challenges
that do not have a clear answer but have the potential to foster the
creation of innovative digital solutions. It is an innovation to the
traditional procurement process because it focuses on piloting solutions
before proceeding to full-scale implementation. GovTech Challenges
solved in 2020:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Awards for GovTech Lab 
European Innovation in Politics award,  2019 
Best public sector project of the year, 2020, Project Management
Institute (Lithuanian Chapter) 

1
Public sector

challenge
selection

2
Team 

and idea
selection

3
Solution 

development
Co-Create Accelerator

 

4
Implementation

 

GOVTECH LAB LITHUANIA

1.

2.

3.
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GovTech Lab Lithuania - 2020 in numbers
GOVTECH LAB LITHUANIA

batches of  the GovTech Challenge
Series

2

public sector organisations that went
through GovTech Challenge Series10

GovTech accelerator in Lithuania1st

GovTech Challenge Series:

GovTech teams, building GovTech
products, accelerated

9

public sector challenges submitted to
GovTech Challenge Series 2.072

public sector officials learned about
innovation at Digital Lunch & Learn500

Digital skills in public sector:

topics covered in 6 different parts of Digital
Lunch & Learn, from building chatbots to
organising hackathons

6

events organised by the GovTech Lab
team12

cash prizes from angel investors, VCs,
corporates raised for the Hack the Crisis
winners

13k

days long GovTech Week_ conference,
attended by more than 1000 people5

Community building:

Demo Days, attended by 500 people2

teams created solutions to fight covid-19
during the Hack the Crisis hackathon50

global International GovTech day1st
International footprint:

international network of GovTech labs
around the world, launched together with
CivTech Scotland

1st 

international conferences abroad where
GovTech Lab was presented as a best
practice

4
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GovTech in Lithuania: 2021 and
beyond
While 2020 was a year of excitement and fast growth for the GovTech
ecosystem in Lithuania, 2021 should be marked by increasing maturing
and expansion. In 2021, we need public sector institutions to be braver in
experimentation and opening to co-creation. Startups should be bolder
in their ability to solve public challenges. And society and investors
should be open and supportive of failures, an essential part of
experimentation, as well as proud of successes. In 2021, Lithuania
should focus on:

More focus on co-creation. For GovTech solutions to solve not just
the local challenges but also address the issues of institutions in
other countries, both the public sector and startups need to
practice more co-creation. The expertise of the public sector
officials should be harnessed to understand the broader context or
the challenge, and the technological skills of tech companies to
build a scalable product. Not just on paper, but in practice. 

LOOKING  FORWARD

Funding for piloting and experimentation. Institutions are still
cautious in spending their own budget on experimentation.
Experimentation is riskier and therefore not easily compatible with
traditional public sector KPIs. Therefore the extra push for
organisations to co-create and pilot innovative solutions could
come as additional funding that could be used only for
experimentation. This would teach public sector institutions to
procure innovation and they would be more confident in continue
doing that with their own budget.

Finding ways to encourage co-creation of GovTech solutions that
solve the challenges of tomorrow. Extra steps should be taken
this year to build the system of creating and testing new concepts
that are not commercially viable but essential for the public sector
and society in the future. How can the city with completely
autonomous public transport be run?  What are the opportunities
and limits of AI and algorithms in the public sector decision-
making? These questions have to be addressed soon.

their challenges. To achieve that, digital upskilling campaigns are a
must.

1.
It is not always about the classic Silicon Valley motto
"move fast and break things". For startups to be able
to positively disrupt the public sector, we do need to
move fast but co-create things.

Increasing the number of institutions that engage in innovation
search. 2021 should be the start of GovTech becoming mainstream.
Either as part of the GovTech Challenge Series or individually more
public sector institutions need to consider innovative solutions for

2.

3.

4.
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Do you have any questions or would like to be featured in the next report?
Drop us an email at info@govtechlab.lt

Prepared by Gabrielė Poteliūnaitė, Rūta Ūsaitė, Augmantas Pinčius, Urtė
Puluikė, Kamila Gasinska, Arūnė Matelytė


